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UMR ranked No. 40 among 100

online gaming network and a campus
I 1- f
cybercafe .
-- - - - - - - - - ._---The article also gave percentages in
Ofthe 100 most wired coll eges in some of the categories. These stats
the U.S ., UMR ranks number40 accord- included:
ing to the May issue of Yahoo! Internet -Twenty-five percent of UMR classes
Life magazine which hit newstandsTues- have online material.
-Fifteen percentof
day.
UMR classes have
The article
rates every as"Students entering college online wo rk.
-Over half of the
pect
of a
today are more techno- students at UMR,
college's wi red
sawythanever, and we are 52%, have their
infras tructure,
prepared for them. "
own home page.
from the hard-UMR has 625
ware or softpublic computers.
ware used to
-Chancellor John T. Park
-Waiting time for
ho w the sys1#i!!L.!=~!o!"<""'u?'-"'-=""-""- -- This new feature,
UMR compute r
terns are used
1996 Semester, allow. student. to update their
ofinfonnation, religious preference. and register for
labs is less than 15
academicall y
e; Ths provide. real-time access to your official UMR Student
minutes.
and socially. Overall, there were 35
.ord. Please select STARUMR on the supersession menu. NOTE:
factors under four main categpries: gen- -Sixty percent of UMR students own
ccess requires 3270 emulation which is available on all UMR
eral,academics, sociallife,andcomputer computers.
Welcome
lIf.tmpus computers. €Qntact the Ul\IlR Computer Cellter.
UMR Chancellor John T. Park ·
stats. The editors of the magazine then
-----::--_._----_._--_._-- -_ . .
-- -- .
took those factors and ranked the schools commented, "The Internet is one ofthe
which ranged from large to small, public most powerful forces shaping higher
Above is a collage representing UMR's "wired" infrastructure that Yahoo! Internet Life looked at
to private, technical to liberal arts based . education today, changing the way we
in determining UMR's rank for their magazine article.
·
•
In almost every category surveyed, work, teach our classes, conduct recol/age designed by Justin Ferguson
UMR met the requirements. Some of search and communicate. Students enThe college that led the rest of the
The only other Missouri school in
those included having a campus net- tering college today are more techno- wrote. "Where uni versities ranked high,
work, campus hosted student web pages, savvy than ever, and we are prepared for our findin gs were cause forcelebration . fi eld was Dartmouth College located in therankingswas Saint Louis University
default e-mail accounts, online registra- them."
Where they ranked low-or failed to rank New Hampshire. The top five technical ran ked 41.
This is the second year Yahoo!
Othernotableschools ranked lower
tion, online transcripts, net training for
at all-controversy reigned . One thing schoo Is and their ranks were New Jersey
Internet Life has ranked colleges. Last was certain: the way that c oll eges use Institute of Technology, 2; Massachu- than UMR were University of Southern
students and faculty, the student newsyear, UMR was ranked 87. "We found
paper online and an electronic ride board.
network technology - the way that they setts Insti tute of Technology, 3; California, 43 ; Vanderbilt University,
that no single article of ours had a great admitthe Internet in their cl asses, dorm Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 4; 52; Duke University, 57; Princeton
The only three factors UMR failed in
were distance learning (a program that
impact ... weweredeluged by attention,"
rooms and offices ... is already an impor- Carnegie Mellon Un iversity, 6 ; and
University,66; Harvard University, 73;
California Institute of Technology, 7.
and Rice University, 74.
includes Internet-only courses), an Ben Greenman, author of the article, tant measure of their success ... "

by Keith Missey
Verve Editor
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Results of last week's Virtual Miner Poll :

UMR students losing their marbles Saturday
by Daisie Hobson
Assistant News Editor

What do you think a pint of your blood is
worth?
a can cooler
14%

www.umr.edu/-miner .

torium of the ME Bui lding.
Mechanical engineering's Introduction to Design foc us isa mai n project the
for buildingandracin'gofelectronicvehicles. The class i? req uired, and it is
taken the seco nd semester of their
sophmore year. The contest is a part of
the class and has been in existance for
about 8 years.

On Saturday, April 18 UMR students will literally be losing their marbles.
Mechanical engineering students, working in teamsof3 or4, are designing motor
powered remote-control vehicles for an
unusual design competit ion as part of
the ME's Introduction to De,....--r--r------r-----,
sign.

Next week's question: If you had to do it all over
again, would you choose UMR?
Check it out on the Virtual Miner at ht tp : / /

-~.

As part of the contest
the vehicles are designed to
pick up marbles from one part
ofthe field and transport them
to a tube in the center of the
field. In thecenterthe vehicles
will "lose their marbles" by
placing them in the tube. The
vehicles are 12" high by 12"
long and 3'7" wide and the tube
is 10"high. Thewinnerwillbe
determined by the most number of marbles in the tube. The
contest wi ll be take place at
I 0:30a.m. in the Miles Audi-

Limited amounts of material from
the class warehouse was provided fo~
the project. Not on ly does the class
design, build and race their vehicles, but
they are also requi red to deli ver a case
history presentation. During th is presentation they analyze their vehicles
strengths and weaknesses to the class.
The project was prepared by the
course instructor Sally
Prakash. Prakash is a lecturer ·
in the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineer departments
and the Engineering Mechanics department. The course is
designed to introduce students to design processes and
methods. It also encourages
creativity and gives the students a chance to work in
teams.
Prakash said, " It provides
a microcosm learning experience on engineering and how
to produce agood design in a
competitive wo rld."

-==========================:--------------------
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The entry form and additional infonmation is avai lable from the Academic Af•
Student Council is hostCampus, Ilatiollal alld illtematiollal
ing a Blood Drive today. The
fairs home page http: / /
Ilews briefs
event is being held in Centenwww.umr . edu/-acnial Hall from 10:30 a. m. to
afrs/urs . html. Students
4:30 p.m. Can coolers wi ll be provided for all donors.
may also pick up the fonm in 204 Parker Hall , Monday
- Friday, 8 a. m. to 4:30 p.m.
Cash prizes are awarded to the top four winners: First,
qaw Wins Natiot/al Award
$ 1500; second , $950; third, $450 and fourth , $250.
•
Kevin Gaw, a counseling psychologist at UMR,
received the Annuit Coeptis award for emerging profesgA.t gpot/sors Corvette ghow
sionals from the American College Personnel Associatio'n .
•
The Society of Automotive Engineers UMR stuThe Annuit Coeptis award recognizes recipients for dent chapter will sponsor a multimedia show of the fifth
their service in promoting student development in higher generation Corvette at 7 p.m. Monday, April 27, in Leach
education . The award annuall y honors three senior Theatre of Castleman Hall.
professionals and five emerging professionals in higher
The new Corvette was redesigned in 1997, and a
education . The award is given in honor and memory of fifth-generation Corvette will be on display during the
Phillip Tripp, a distinguished educator and leader.
multimedia presentation . Infonmational materials will
Gaw helps promote student learning and leadershi p also be available.
through his work as a psychologist and as an educator in
The show is free and open to the public. For more
the Center for Personal and Professional Development. infonmation, contact SAE at the UMR department of
,Gaw also is involved in the preview and orientation mechanical and aerospace engineering and engineeri ng
program as well as a lecturer in the psychology depart- mechanics, 34 1-46 14.
ment.

Tax Da,! Has Arr/vetl
R"etj..llistiot/ forms for Work gtlld,!
•
For departments to be considered for work stud y
assistants, work study requisition fonms must be completed and returned to the AdmissionslStudent Financial
Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall , by Apri l 20 forthe Summer
1998 session and July 20 for the Fall 1998IWinter 1998
sessions.
If you need requisition fonms, please contact Linda
Sands in the Admissions/Student Financial Aid Office at
lindas@umr.eduorbyphoneat341-6458.

•
The Eighth Annual Undergraduate Research Symposium will be held on April 22, from 2:30 to 5 p.m.
Sessions for the oral presentations will be scheduled
(depending on the number of entries) simultaneously in
the Silver & Gold Room, the Meramec Room and the
Missouri Room. Oral presentations are limited to 15
minutes with five minutes for discussion. Overhead and
slide projectors wi ll be provided. Other equipment will
be provided upon request and if available.
Undergraduate students wishing to participate must
submit an entry fonm and a research paper(referto OURE
Guidelines) to the Office of the Vice Chancellor for
Academic AfTairs, 204 Parker Hall, by April 15. Students
participati ng in the 1997-98 Opportunities for Undergraduate Research Experience program may submit their
final report for this competition .

•
Today is tax day, the last day to tum in yo ur 199798 tax returns.
To help last minute filers, the Internal Revenue
Service is extending the hours of service at 13 IRS offices
throughout Kansas and Missouri. These IRS walk-in
offices will beopen April 15 from 8 a.m. to 6p.m. During
the extra two hours of service, 4 p.m. - 6 p.m., IRS
employees will answer questions, distribute tax fonms,
and assist taxpayers in preparing federal tax returns. For
a Iisting of these offices, contact the IRS at 1-800-8291040.
If yo u need a tax fonm, try the IRS web site at
http://www . irs . ustreas . gOY. It has a variety
of tax infonmation for individuals. Computer users may
download federal tax fonms from this site or the IRS
bulletin board, via modem at (703) 321-8020.
For anyone needing an extension on the deadline,
they can getan extra four months to file by sending Fonm
4868 to the IRS by today. The extended deadline is
August 17.
Taxpayers who cannot pay the full amount owed
should still send in their tax fonms today. An installment
plan is available for those who cannot pay the full sum.

National news briffs are courtesy of Tribune Media Services, copyright /998.
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Indiana Universitytakesbold
step to curb grade inflation
by Chad Brooks

CPX
Indiana University thinks it has
found a way to fight grade infl ation considered by ma~y to be one of the
biggest problems plaguing highereducation .
G iving students better grades than
they deserve m ight enhance their resumes in the short run, but wi ll devalue
them in the long one, many experts say.
After all , what good are good grades if
everyo ne gets them? And if everyone
gets good grades. what does that say

about a uni versity?
" I am a great example of why the
system is fai ling," said Scott Hayman, a
seniorat Indiana. "I get great grades and
barely do anything for them."
It's cl ear that grade-point averages
are on the ri se around the nation. At the
University of Cali fornia at Berkeley,
the ave rage undergraduate GPA rose
from 2.91 in 1986 to 3.08 in 1996. In
1986,47% of students had a C average.
A decade later, only 35% fell in that
range.
At [juke University, the average
GPA rose from 3.0 to 3.3 between 1986
and 1994. And in 1992, more than half
of undergraduate students at Stanford
University were getting grades of at
least an A-minus.
Officials at Indiana Un iversity had
simi lar scores to report. Between 1976
and 1996, the school found that its
average student GPA rose from 2.83 to
2.96.
To ensure that a C remains average,
and that average students get what they
trulydeserve, lndiana officials approved
the Expanded Grade Context Transcript.
Implemented in March, school officials
say it is the first grade-reporting system
of its kind to be adopted by any uni versity in the nation.
, "What we are trying to achieve by
thi s is a way to put each grade in a
context so it can be appreciated and its
value can be shown," said Richard Carr,
co-chair of lU's ed ucational policies
committee.
The new system of reporting of-

fers much more than the traditional infonmatio n : department, course titl e,
hours ofcredit and grade. It also includes
the instructor's name, the average GPA
of students enrolled in a particular class
and the overall GPA of students en"
rolled in a particu lar section. T he report
also shows students how many of their
classmates scored higher, lower or the
same as they did.
Carr concedes that many of
Indiana's faculty members don't like the
new system.
"I must admit that when brought
before the faculty , it did not pass unanimously," he said. "There are ,many faculty members who want the right to give
whatever grade they see fit."
Despite instructors' complaints,
many students have embraced the more
detai led reports.
"They really let you know how
you did in comparison with the other
people in your class," said Senior Jason
Rosenthal.
Even w ith the new system, Carr
said he believes there is no way to
completely stop grade inflation. Many
experts agree.
Louis Goldman, author of "The
Betrayal of the Gatekeeper: Grade Inflation ," wrote thatthe trouble started in
the 1960s, when professors gave students higher grades to help them avoid
the draft.
Today, however, he cites several
factors contributing to the current problem. Among them is one Carr said he has
observed at Indiana Uni~ersity: Teachers fear for their job security.
"The younger faculty is concerned,
and they do tend to grade higher," he
said. "Students want to be challenged,
but they aren't going to go into a class
know ing that the highest grade they can
get is a C."
Ifgiven some timeto work, the new
system wiII wi nd up helping everyone
in the long run, 'Carr said.
"Is the average student being put in
a bad position by this," he asked.
"Maybe. But we have to think of the
people we're mostproud of. This gro up
will benefit the most."
-
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University computer security measures not enough?
To the Editor:
This lett~r is concemed with the article from
last weeks paper entitled "Hacker activity prompts
slight changes in UMR computing services for
next fall ". I have two issues with this article. First
the use of the word "hacker", is incorrect: I cite
the Jargon file for the correct definition of hacker
and the definition of of cracker, which is the word
you should have used. The following excerpt is
from the the Jargon file, a diction'a ry of Intemet
slang:
Jargon File 4.0.0, 24 JUL 1996,
<http://sagan . earthspace . net /
jargon/ jargon_toc.htrnl>
hacker /n./- /. A person who enjoys exploring
the details ofprogrammable systems and how to
stretch their capabilities, opposed to most users,
who prefer to learn only the minimum necessary.
6. An expert or enthusiast ofany kind. One might
be an astronomy hacker, for example.
7. One who enjoys the intellectual challenge of

as

creatively overcoming or circumventing limi/a/ ions.
8. {deprecated} A malicious meddler who tries to
discover sensitive information by poking around.
Hence 'password hacker ', 'network hacker '. The
corree/termfor this sense is cracker.
cracker /n.l - One who breaks security on a
system. Coined ca. 1985 by hackers in defense
against journalistic misuse ofhacker (q. v., sense
8). An earlier allemptto establish 'worm' in this
sense around 1981-82 on Usenet was largely a
failure.
Use ofboth these neologisms reflects a strong
r.evulsion against the theft and vandalism
perpetrated by cracking rings. While it is expected
that any real hacker will have done some playful
cracking and knows many ofthe basic techniques,
anyone past larval stage is expected to have
outgrown the desire to do so except for immediate,
benign, practical reasons (for example, if it 's
necessary /0 get around some security in order to '

get some work done).
Thus, th ere is far less overlap between
hackerdom and crackerdom than the mundane
reader misled by sensationalisticjoumalism might
expect. Crackers iend to gather in small, tightkllit, very secretive groups that have lillie overlap
with th e huge, open poly-culture this lexicon
describee; though crackers ojien like to describe
themselves as hackers, most true hackers consider
them a separate alld lower form oflife.
cracking /n.l - The act of breaking illto a
computer system; what a cracker does. COlltrary
to widespread myth , this does not usually illvolve
some mysterious leap of hackerly brilliance, but
, rather persistence and the dogged repetition ofa
handful offairly well-known tricks that explOit
common. weaknesses in the security of target
systems. Accordingly, most crackers are only
mediocre hackers.
My second issue is with the discrep anc y
between the attitude of Computing Services
portrayed in the article and the reality of it.
This attitude can be seen in the quote from
the director of Computing Services and their policy
of "start off open, and as people abuse ii, yo u
close it" is totally laughable and completely
incompetent from a computer sec urit y
standpoint. A cursory look at some of the majo r
texts on computer security, such as "Firewalls
and Intemet Security" by Cheswick, Bellovin and
" Practical Unix and Internet Security" by
Garfinkel, Spafford, points out in vivid det ai l that
thi s knee-jerk reactive response is inadequate for
computer security and that a proactive policy of
prevention is the only way to go. In _ Firewalls_,
they talk about picking an appropriate security
policy and the appropriate attitude to take. They
point out that a "anything goes". policy, ".. is
rarely acceptable in a security-c onscious
environment" and they " .. advocate caution, not
hysteria". They lean towards a policy of "snow
me that [computer service] is both safe and
necessary; othetwise, we won't run it" and defend

Or too much?

No laughing matter

I noticed you wrote an article on the
changes that the computing services will
undergo for the fall. Well I have a couple of
comments in reference to this. I realize some
of these changes are happening to protect our
accounts but I know over the past two we~ks
I had to go out of state due to a death in my
family and I was logging in from a computer
to simply get assignments that were being
emailed to me. Well while I was out of state I
got that lovely letter from the computing
center saying there was suspicious logins to
my account, well I emailed them back and said
that I was doing the logins. For some reason
by the end of the week the computer I was on
couldn ' t get into our school system. My
boyfriend also got this message. He is on
coo p and explained this to the computer
people. I think taking all of the off campus
login s away from us would be ba d .
Emergencies do happen and people do have
to get into their accounts.
I know- last week I had enough stuff to
deal with without having to read stupid stuff
from the computing services saying that my
account was doing suspicious logins.

I do not know what your basis is for choosing
topics for the Virtual Miner Poll, but I feel that
your question for next week is in poor taste, Your
question asks the readers how much they think a
pint of their blood is worth. You list momentos
that we use as an additional incentive to get people
to donate blood. This question is inproper as
giving a pint of blood is a donation, and a donation
is to give without being paid, This is upsetting
because it shows how society has lost sight of
what is important in giving blood. The reason we
give blood is to save lives. Blood dri ves were not
created for individual benefit, although you seem
to think so by what you ask in your poll. Asking
if a pint of blood is worth $100 doesn't even
deserve a response.
Will Strasser
strasw@Urnr.edu
Blood Drive Coordinator - Student Council

Editor's Note - The Virtual Miner Poll was merely
all attempt to make light of some students'
emotional attachment to their blood, and was ill
no way meant to belillle the importance of
dOllating blood.
- j f erg@urnr . edu

this policy by saying, "It m ight seem that we are
unduly pessimistic about the state of computer
security. This is a half-truth : we are pessimistic,
but not, we think, unduly so. Nothing in the recent
history of either network security or so ftware
engineering gives us any reason to believe othetwise.
Nor are we alone in feeling this way."
If not for the sake of computer security and
protecting systems and user data then it is the next
point that gives the most compelling reason
why Computing Services policy is completely
inadequate. In _Firewalls-, they point out that this
security policy could have legal implications in the
form of tort liability, "Having too little security
can be a negligent act, under long-standing
doctrine."
Also, I have talked with professional system
administrators of government networks and
administrators for private corporate networks and
they are all horrified at the s tate of UMR's
computer security and Computing Services attitude
towards it. I have attended a talk given by a system
administrator at a major univ e rsit y and a
professional security consultant where they
outlined some of th e a bsolute minimum
requirements that need to be met before they would
consider a system to have basic security; UMR
failed on each and every requirement.
A simple example of this is Computing
Services' refusal to install software fi xes from
manufacturers, that correct problems which could,

potentially. be used by crackers to break-in to
computers. This refusal is like receiving a notice
from a lock manufacturer that the lock you installed
on you front door is defective and yo u refuse to
take the proscribed measure to correct the situation.
Furthermore, they refuse to install fixes that
have been recommend by CERT. CERT, the
Computer Emergency Response Team, a group
dedicated to keeping computer users and system
administrators informed of current computer
security problems. This is like ignoring a notice
from the police when they tell you a thief is in the
area and to be sure and lock up.
The director says Computing Services staff
spends a lot of time fixing these holes, but how
can they be fixing these holes if they aren't even
installing basic fixes put out by the system vendors?
Now that crackers have broken into the UMR
systems, what changes have taken place to improve
security? None. The re al problem is not the
crackers that are caught, but the ones that aren ' t.
This is not the first incident nor will it be the last.
They have issued announcements of " future"
changes, but what about now? They have ordered
all users to change their passwords before May
20th because a recent cracker was running a
network sniffer, a program that reads data that
passes by on the network. This sniffer was used

see Security, page 4

We can't do it without you
A L£TI£R TO TIf£ ST1JO£NT BODY fROM M~)'GtIoIG £orrOR JUSTIN C. f£RGUSON
The Miner held its editorial board elections last week, and somehow in the process I
found myself to now be the one "in charge" of, or at least responsible for, this publication. After
four years of being on staff at the Miner, working my way up from my original position as a
photographer, I've seen a lot of changes, a lot of controversies, and a lot of newsprint, and the
'success of the Miner has grown to mean a lot to me. I think this year's staff has the capability,
knowledge, and ambition to take the Miner a long way, and hope that you, the student body, will
come that distance with us.
Being in charge of an publication can be a lesson in diplomacy, particularly a publication
such as the Miner that attempts to report the news from an objective standpoint. Pleasing the
entire campus body with every article is an impossibility we can never hope to achieve, nor is it
a goal we desire. We do, however, hope to report the news as accurately and truthfully as
possible, and we hope that you will help us in doing so, by sending us ideas for stories, "
information about events, and just letting us know about anything you think your fellow students
should know about We're easy to geta hold of, simply send the Miner e-mail, atrniner@urnr . e du,
give us a call at 341-43 12, or stop by the office in the old Soundtrax building at 1200 N. Pine. Or, .
send me personal e-mail atj ferg@ umr.edu.orcallme. at 368-2614.
You don't have to write the story, but if you want to do that, that's even better. The
Miner is always looking for new writers, and we gladly welcome anyone who wants to be on
staff and eam a few extra dollars.
I hope you enjoy the Miner in the coming year,just as I hope you've enjoyed the past
year, and I hope that you'll take the time to let us know what we're doing right just as much as
what we're doing wrong.
J ustin Ferguson

Congratulations
The Miner would like to congratulate its 1998-99 editorial staff:
Editor-In-Chief: Justin Ferguson
Business Manager: Amy Jones
Ads Manager: Jennifer Harness
Managing Editor: Jonathan Erdman
News Editor: Keith Missey

Verve Editor: Jeff Leong
Sports Editor: Brad Neuville
Photo Editor: Wendy Hoffman
Copy Manager: Scott Blomquist

And a huge "Thank You" to this year's editors!

Name withheld by request.
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Security
from page 3
to pull passwords off the netwo rk. But how do
they advise people to change their passwords?
Over an encrypted connection? So any sniffers
that they don ' t know about won't see the new
password changes? No, the passwords are still
being passed around for all to see. Do they install
simple software technology, like Kerberos, that is
over 5 years old and could be used to prevent this?
No. They simply add it to the list of things that
need to eventually get done. They have announced
that announced changes that look like they are
doing something, but on closer examination it
becomes clear that their policies and attitude hasn't
changed.
A recent Usenet posting from the director of
Computing Services, lists some future changes
including security related changes. First, new dialup software and migration to AFS authentication;
if this is related to Kerberos then thi s is one of the
. best things they could do, but its not enough.
Second, implement a tel net gateway for off-campus
access, once again good idea, but why wasn't this
/lone years ago?
The following changes are not directly related
to security but yet raise security issues that need
to be addressed. First, expansion of support for
Microsoft products; this is the one that scares me
the most. Microsoft products are some of the most
insecure software products in the world, every
week new problems are discovered that are used
by crackers to attack systems. Yet, Computing
Services plans to increase the deployment of these
critical areas. Specifically, in the migration of the
cc:mail services to Microsoft exchange. Next, they
plan to expand and improve the campus connection
to the Internet, but where is the expansion of
security to go along with it? New connections and
services mean more security issues that need to be
addressed. Finally, UMR .is fin ally working on
year 2000 changes; if these issues·are not addressed
there is the potential for new and unexpected holes
in computer software and even security critical

software. Are these issues being considered? I don' t
know, but given Computing Services' past record ,
I doubt it.
Furthermore, a lot of scapegoats for the breakins are pointed out, but they are just scapegoats
and are not the ones to blame for the break-ins. It
is not the fault of the Internet. Cracking into
computers has been going on since long before the
Internet or Arpanet,the predecessor to the modern
Internet, ever existed. Computer Security is not a
new issue, it·has been around over 50 years, since
computers were invented. It is not the sole fault of
the cracker. Do yo u leave your door unlocked and
w ide open then lay sole blame on the thief who
steals your TV? No , because you didn ' t do
everything reaso nable to prevent the theft.
The truth of the matter is the fau lt of these
break-ins li es on one person, the director of
Computing Services. Computing Services does
have one thing going for it. It has a well educated
and competent system support staff. I have talked
with these people, about some of these issues,
and they are very knowledgeable and perfectly
capable of implementing effective security pol icy.
It is a simple matter of the director not having a
sound policy and having a poor attitude towards
computer security.
These policies and general attitude of the
director lead me to wonder why he still has his
job? Through his policies and attitude the security
of the UMR network and computer systems has
been compromised with no action taken to correct
the situation. There are only two explanations for
this. Either he is deliberately and willfully
undermining the security of UMR's computer
systems or he is simply incompetent. The former
is even too much for me to believe, butthe evidence
for the latter is too overwhelming.
There are things that Computing Services can
do to improve computer security at UMR and
they are making strides - too bad they are too
little, too late.
Chad Slaughter

slaught@Umr.edu .
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The Missouri Miner welcomes student responses. '
Letters to the editor can be submitted via e-mail
(miner @umr _ edu) or our webpage (http: / /
WWW • umr . edu/ -miner) or dropped off in our office
(1200 N. Pine / 102 Student Organization Annex).
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
WINTER 1998
(*NOTE" TbJs IIDaI exam bas - . updated .. or 1/08198. '!be MATIl8 exam .. tbe only exam c:haD&ed.)
The final examination period will begin Monday. t,iay It, 1998 at 8:00 a.m. and cod at 6:00 p.rn .. Friday, May.
IS , 1998. Cormnon finals are 3Cbeduled for those a>lUses listed in Section n below. Room assigDlDClts for
common finals will be announced by the inltructors. The COUI"IeS DOC covered in Sect10DS I, D t and m are to be
BrTaIIIed by the Instruc:tor in coopontlou with the
In that c:ourse.

_Is

EveniDg Course Flnab; on: scheduled for the evening ..mon during final week. Evening counes are
those counes beginning after 5:30 p.m. EVening finalJ begin II 7:00 p.m.
n. COtDJDOll FIDaIs include Alt Sections of. cowse.
I.

B Eng SO
B Eng 110

What's the difference?
Dear Editor,

For the last several weeks I have been
watching the editorial debates regarding the
legalization of marijuana rage on, and having
read the most recent pair of letters, I feel it is
time for me to respond.
Both Mr. Rady and Mr. Carter wrote
intelligent letters in defense of their personal
views. Yes, I do agree that such "things like
murder, rape, robbery, extortion, molestation,
and kidnapping are alliegislatible because they
involve the use of force on another human
being". (I) I do not believe, however, that
drugs, prostitution, suicide, and lack of seat
beltlhelmet laws do not "significantly affect
them [peo ple not directly invo lved in the
aforementioned activities w ho show
concern]".(2) I' ll explai n more regarding that
in a minute.
I do agree with some other points made.
Yes, the illegality of drugs has been a major
cause of crime, and legalizing it would most
likely decrease the amo un t of crimes norma ll y
based upon the illegal drug trade. I also agree
that "anyone that has lost the will to live, barring
any psychological disorder, can ki ll themselves
if they want to." (3) The question I put forth
is this: what difference does it make whether
or not the harm came by choice or no? What
difference does it make to the famil y of the

B Eng 140
B Eng ISO
ClIem 223
CE233
CompSc 73
EE 112
BE 151
EE 152
EE 153
EE 154
EM 160
Hist 112. 175. 176
Math 8
Math 21. 22
Math 204
ME 208
ME 211
ME213
ME219
ME 240.242
ME 279
ME 280
Phys 23,24
Pol Sci 90

man dying of cancer caused by the extensive
inhalations of carcinogens, his body riddled
with tubes and IVs and shackled by pain and
helplessness? What difference does it make to
the woman in Thailand who is one of the 40%
of that country's prostitutes slowly dying of
AIDS? (4) What differenced,ges it make to the
parents of the angst-ridden teen who, feeling
alone and misunderstood, as if life has lost all
purpose, slashes her wrists with a razor blade
and bleeds to death in her bedroom? What
difference does it make to the friends of the
first grader who dies of head injuries when he
was hit by a car while ridin g his bike without a
helmet?
What difference does it make, indeed?
III.

Sincerely,
Rebecca A. Lexa

rlexa@umr . edu
I. Carter, Jason . Editoria l letter, Missouri
Miner, 8 Apri l, 1998.

2 and 3. Rady, Ben. Ed itoria l letter, Mi ssouri
Miner, 8 April , 1998.
4 . Macioni s, John J. Sociology, Sixth Edition.
New Jersey: Prentice Hall , 1997 . p. 30 1.
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Fre shm an Res ear ch Pos itio ns?
by Sarah Albers
Assista nt Verve Editor

~.

nses.
-mail

): II

office
),

I spoke to Dr. Manuel about his
researchju st recently and asked why he
was using freshman, rather than giving
more researchin g opportunities to upper
c1assmen. He gave me several different

techniques he is using are unique in that
there is no laboratory work involved.
Five students, along with Dr.
When I imagined a researching
Manuel , wentto Houston and presented
position I usually had in mind a grad
some preliminary results on theirdata in
student,
or
March. Adam
someone who
Nolte, one of the
has been on
freshmen working
campus fora few
on this project,
years-u ntil
comme nted,
recent ly .
"[Houston1was an
Freshmen , as
exciting
most people can
experience. The
assume by just
sc ientif ic
hearingthenarne,
can ference was
normally don ' t
different. When all
have
the
ofthe scientists got
experienc e or
together there was
practi cal
a lot more arguing
knowledg e to
than I expected."
help professors
NaIte
resear ch
also mentione d
differ ent
Dr. Oliver Manuel is helping to give freshma n the opportu nity
that the doing the
theories. But Dr.
to become researchers. His freshma n research team: (left to
research was an
OliverMan uel,a
right) Dr. Manuel, Ken Windler, Adam Nolte, Lucie Johanne s,
education al and
nuclear chemist
enjoy able
Daniel Ragland, Josh Zirbel.
photo courtesy of Dr. Manuel
in the chemistry
experience . An
departmen t, is
experience that he
measuring the
wouldn't mind
noble gas isotope ratios in the armosphere answers. He mentioned
that he was in repeating in the future.
of Jupiter and comparing them with the contact with some very bright
freshmen
So, all of you freshmen out there,
ratios ofthe solar winds, meteorites , and
through his classes, that the ' freshmen don't give up hope. Vou never
know
in the Earth, with the help of some have greater computer skills
with data what you are going to be asked to do
freshmen.
reduction , and that the research
tomorrow.

The Consumer Crusader: Don't let the phone
company reach out and #!@$ .you !

;IS"

one

A couple of months ago, I received
my phone bill just like millions of people
do every month. When I opened it up,
however, I got a surprise. Somehow , on
the night of January the tenth, about a
dozen phone sex calls had been billed to
my account. The longest call was on ly
six minutes. Most were only a couple
of minutes. The total came up to about
$90.
I know what you're thinking,
"Geez, what a perve!" but the truth is,
not only did I not make the calls, but I
wasn't even in town' Some friends and
I had gone to Columbia for the day and
I stayed at their place that night. My
first response was to call Sprint, my
carrier at the time. They ran a line check
to see ifmy line had been tapped into. I!
hadn ' t. They suggested that my roommates had done it. I don't have any. Of
course it couldn ' t be a mistake on their
end . People hack into US Department of
defense computers left and right, but
apparently Sprint's security is airtight,
so they say. So of course I must be
guilty!
Sprint's policy at this point was to
tell me that I was responsible and end it
at that. Apparently any call made to an
"entertainm ent" line is non-negotiable,
so after I complaine d long enough and
asked to talk to a supervisor, they hung
up on me. I noticed that several of the
calls, the ones to 900 numbers, were
actually billed through other companies,

so I decided to give them a call.
One' call was made through
Integretel and a second through AT&T.
Based on my experience with Sprint, I
was pleasantly surprised when both
immediately offered me credit for the
calls. I thanked them and told them how
kind they had been compared to my
carrier, and then turned my attention
back to Sprint.
I spent a week calling everybody I
could at Sprint. Anybody who lives off
campus and pays their own bill knows
that Sprint is also our local access provider. They were more helpful than
Sprint Long Distance, but couldn't give
me credit for the approxima tely $20 in
calls that were actually billed through
Sprint. These were all internation al
calls, those infamous 0 I I numbers that
go to places like Africa and the Caribbean. Again, the customer service
people at Sprint wouldn't even discuss
them with me, as pertheirpo licy. When
I asked foramanag erorsuperv isor, they
wouldn't even take a message forme and
would eventually hang up.
I told them that there was no way I
was ever going to pay for them, and that
I occasionally wrote for my school paper and asked them if$20 was worth all
that bad publicity. They didn ' t appear
to care. So, now I have a new long
distance carrier. In the few months since
this has happened, I've come across
several other people who have gone

through similar problems, .all with
Sprint. Since I changed my carrier,
Sprint has called me, asking me to switch
back. They told me that Sprint had
changed their policy ,and was improving
their customer service. They were even
willing to credit my account for those
international calls. But I stuck to my
guns and didn ' t go back.
Today, I was finall y vindicated .
Since I'm not paying for the calls, and it
takes two to three billing cycles for other
companies to issue credit for phone
calls, I got a notice from Sprint (local)
saying that my phone was about to be
disconnected. I called Sprint (local) and
had them go through my bill. The total
was about $260, but after all the credits
come through, it dropped considerably.
There was twenty from AT&T. Another thirty from Integretal, and almost
$ 100 from MCI that is the result of my
trying to use 10-321 which last month
hadn't been activated here yet so I had
been billed at MCI 's normal rate of over
30 cents per minute. PLUS, the agent
credited me on the spot for those International calls finally!!
The moral of the story kids: Don't
let some big company's mistake become
you rs. Don't pay for anything that you
shouldn't. If you hold out long enough
and stick to your guns, you just may win
out in the end! And, to tell the truth, the
company I'm with now has much lower
rates anyway.

Flower Power:

Kno w wha t you wan t
by Daisie H. M. Hobson
Assista nt Copy Editor
"I only know whal 1 don 'I want. And
even t/Jal is imprecise. " - Nonna
Jean Harris
Once again I am sorry for not
writing last week. My editor forgot
about me and didn ' t leave me any
room. That's OK though because I
was thinking of yo u and you all got a
lovely music review from Jim Bob. I
get lots of comments on my article
each week and I appreciate that. It is
nice to know that someone actually
reads it. I will be graduating though and
therefore Flower Power as you know
it won'i exist but hopefull y someone
will take over. (That 's a hint for
, anyone who can write h.alfwayde cent
to come join the paper.)
VVell back to business. Thisquote
is interesting. I was going to do something different but I came across this
by accident right before I typed my·
original idea. The reason this is so
interesting is becau~e I more or less use
this quote everyday when referring to
something. I use it a lot when referring
to relationsh ips and love. I was in a
long relationship and when it ended I
was hurt and confused. Even though
I may sti ll be bitter at times I learned
some valuable things about myself and
what I want from a relationship. Now
I say that but I really don't know what
I want but I know what I don't want!
That may sound funny but as I get
older and my surroundin gs and environment change so do the things I want
~nd need. Rightnow whatlwan tfrom
a relationship is going to be different
from what I want once I' m in Arizona
working. I' ll have more time and I'll be
less stressed. Well as far as love goes
I'mjust trying to take it one day at a

time. Insomeca sesoneboy atatime'
Just kidding!
Each and every thing we experience in life prepares us for what is
ahead. It doesn't necessarily have to
be in love or war but life in general.
School prepares us for working and
how to live with stress. I! should have
also taught us how to enjoy life but I
think I skipped that class because I
haven ' t mastered that yet. Point is
even the most insignificant things in
our life are the stepping stones to who
weareorw howe are going to be. Vou
can change who you are by determining what decisions were mistakes and
need to be fixed or what decisions were
great and they imprOVed your way of
life.
Sometimes it is good to know
what you don 't want. It can lead you
away from things that have hurt you
in the past or have simply been the
wrong thing for you. Other times
though it is better to know what you
want. Decisions sometimes need to be
made immediately and if you know
what you want it will make that decision a little easier to make.
I am constantly trying to improve my life and myself. In trying to
impreve myself I have had to learn
form my mistakes and try to make
better decisions. Whether these are
personal or professional decisions they
make a difference and they impact my
life. WhenmaJOngdecisionsthinkabout
the kind of person you would like to
be and the life you want to have.
Depending on the situation you can
make that decision based on what you
don't want or what you do want.
We're all sti ll young. Enjoy life and
make everything count. Love, peace,
happiness and warm weather! Have a
great week!

Siskel's Movie Rev iew s.'
by Gene Siskel
College Pre.ss Exchange
CITY

OF

~GELS ·

Nicolas Cage
plays an angel who
falls in love,with a
human
(Meg
Ryan) and must
choose to remain
an angel or accept
life ",jth her as a
buma · n .
Obviously this
film would like to
have some of the
unrequite d-love
appeal
as
"Gbos~" but there
simply aren't
enough moments
of.&enuinepassion
between this couple, as opposed to

Demi Moore and Patrick Swayze in
·"Ghost." PG- 13. 2 stars.

BARNE Y'S
G REA T
ADVENT URE:
TBEMOV IE.A
coup1e ofcity kids
vi'sit
their
grandpaT ents'
farm, where their
i·magina tions
conj.ure up the
cuddly purple.
dq:,osaur and his
friends. Barney
doesn't have much
Personality in this
story;hischaracter
sbould have been
developed in order
to bold the big
screen for more
than a 30-minute program. G. 2 stars.
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Organizational Update
Rebecca Lexa
Student Submission
A large amount of college stress
stems from the actual grades. I will
discuss a few suggestions about how to
alleviate some ofthe problems that lead
to grade-related tension.
Procrasti~ation. One of the most
stressful situations is one in which yOu
have what seems like a billion things to
take care of and only three seconds in
which to complete them. Agood way to
eliminate this problem is to avoid letting
things hang overyourhead. Fill out that
UMR survey now and get it out of your
room. Payoff your tuition as soon as
you get the money. Get started on your
research paper as soon as you and your
professor have confirmed a topic. Whatever it is, don ' t put it off until the last

minute.
th~

Make time. With all the activities
average college studenrparticipates

in, it's easy to see how believable the
statement, "But I don ' t have time for
this," can be. Perhaps you even catch
yourselfsaying those words-and agreeing with them. But there are 1440 minutes in a day. Use them all. My technique is to use small , seemingly useless
amounts of time. Got a half an hour
between your first and second class?
Look overyour notes forthe test coming
up. I find that breaking up work in such
a way also helps to prevent burnout due
to endless hours of studying.
Prioritize. It's an ugly word, isn' t
it? But serting priorities is an excellent
way to keep you r stress levels down. If
given the choice between getting that
paper written and spending three hours
in front of the TV or computer screen,
take the first choice. It's not easy, I
assure you, but it is possible. Yo u can
tape your favori te show, and the computer will forgive you for using it to do
something functional. Most ofall, you' ll

thank yourselffor havi ng the paper done
the morning before it's 9ue.
Don't forget to sleep. The average
human being needs eight hours of sleep
to function properly. Yes, I hear all these
stories of "I on ly need three hours!".
Three hours is fine if you tend to catch
up on you r Z's during an important
lecture or don't mind cramming til all
hours ofthe morning. A good night's rest
will do more good for your test score
than spending all that time trying to
memorize eight chapters from your Calculus book, Beingableto think well will
allow you to remember more from class,
texts, and have a better chance at guessing correctly on those questionable multiple choices.
Again, these tech niques aren' t for
everyone, but they are suggestions that
might help take the edge off your week.
Next week I'll discuss more tips for
personal stress relief, and maybe yo ur
answer will li e there.

Groovy. baby• .yeah ... st. Pat's says thanks
Nick Skupnik, G.I. T.
Verve Writer
Bond. JamesBond. A secret agent.
Have you ever met a secret agent? No?
I think yo u have. I just don ' t think you
know it. I mean, how would you know?
After all , that's how a secret agent works
• in secret.

I've often wondered what it ' s like
to be a secret agent. I love espionage.
Many times I'll partake on my own
little crusade - and no one ever knows
what might come of it. (No, it's not
mysterious . . . just whimsical). Well,
once I tried to be a stunt man. I dreamed
of motorcycle stunts over huge flaming
pits of venomous serpents (hey, I was
6). Well , if you ' ve seen me on campus
the last two weeks, you'd see why I am
not a stunt man (stupid crutches).
My next ambition was to become
a man of the cloth. Then I entered
puberty and gave up on that dream ....
Next I wanted to be a Jedi. I read up on
it, gathered all my resources and enacted
my own training program. You'd be
surprised at what I accomplished.
However, I never could get anything to
fl y into my hand . I am not that strong
in the Force.
Well, I haven't officially given up
on being a Jedi . However, I've let my
training slack . Plus, I've moved on to
other things. Take my name for instance,
see the "G.I.T."? Do you know what
"G.I.T" stands for? "God In Training."
It's just a title - don't get so excited.
Basically, it means ihat I am trying to
become the most perfect being I can
become. I never will hit "God" status.
But it's a goal. And no matter at how far
I progress,just take one look atme(well ,
maybe two) and you can see that I still
have a ways to go.
Well , those are all the things I've
ventured to become in the past. Now I
want to be a secret agent. I want to be
an International Man of Mystery. Why?
I answer you . . . "Why not?" Have you
seen a James Bond mo vie? Not your
style . . . then how about "Austin
Powers?" Well, for me, both work.
So, with that in mind, I've partaken
qn my new quest ... to bean International

Man of Mystery. So, training wi th
secret devices, studying all forms of
combat and espionage, I am on way to
becoming secret agent. How do I do
this?
Now, I can ' t tell yo u everything
I' ve learned .... Otherwise, I wouldn ' t
be that secret of an agent; now, could I?
If I tell you too much . . . I could never
be asecret agent. Not to mention the fact
that I'd probably blow cover for a lot of
secret agents already out there. So what
have I learned and can tell you (without
killing you afterwards)? I know a bit
about combat; however, this is my
weakestpoint (remember the crutches?).
I've also leamed maybe the most
important thing about being a master
spy ... the secrets of disguise. Now
everyone knows that a master spy has
to beable to blend in anywhere. So, I've
tried out my undeveloped skills. You
may have seen me in my disguises over
campus from time to time. One of my
disguises is to be well dressed. Unlike
my normal casual wear, this can throw
offanenemyortargetingassassin.Itcan
provide the cover (or surprise) I need in
order to accomplish my mission . For
this disguise, I wear my black suit, white
shirt (usually), and black Italian silk tie.
Formal, serious, yet controlled.
Other times, I will wear the suit
with a banded collar shirt instead of
white shirt and tie. This adds a bit of a
modem touch. Still formal, yet a sense
of youth, and vivaciousness. You may
also have seen me in ano ther disguise. I
don ' t suppose you saw the Ms. TJ
Pageant 1998 . . .. Well , yo u may recall
acontestantwith the name Alotta Fagina.
That was I. Yes, I got sucked into the
pageant, and decided to make it my
testing ground fora new disguise. Well ,
now you know a bit of my disguises.
So, now I've told you what I' ve
done. Am I on my way to becoming a
secret agent or not? This ent ire time
yo u' ve been reading my article, do yo u
know what I've just done? No .
because that is what a secret agent is best
at. So, until my survei llance cameras
pick you up, or you try to assassinate
me, or I try to foil yo ur master plan, I say
"Tootles."

Daniel McCulley Jr.
St. Pat's Correspondent
The St. Pat's Committee would
like to thank everyone who helped this
years St. Pat's be the Best Ever.
Dick Hatfield in Public Relations, Carol
Molchan for keeping track our fin ances,
Nancy Breckhah n and Darlene Ramsey
our social advisors, everyone at the
Missouri Miner, Chancellor and Mrs.
Park, and Dr. Lance Haynes Advisor
Extrordanaire for keeping uSpointed in
the right direction.
We especially need to than k our
alumni who return every year and the
students of UMR without whom none
of this would be possible. We hope we
can count on your continued support so
that next years St. Pat's can be even
better

Johnson to
give IILast
Lecture

ll

Justin Ryan
The Wesley House is proud to
present Walter D. Johnson as the next
speaker forthe Last Lecture Series. The
theme for the lecture wi ll be " Life's
Hardest Test: Responsibility. " Dr.
Johnson is currentl y a professor in the
Economics Department at UMR. He
has submitted many papers to different
economist journals and has presented a
vast array oflectures on a broad range of
topi cs.
The " Last Lectures" is a series in
which UMR faculty and staff are invited .
to speak as if it were the last lecture of
hi slher life. This gives the speaker a
chance to talk about any topic they feel
to be important. Thisevent wi ll be held
next Wednesday, April 22nd at 6:00pm
at the Wesley House. It is located at 403
W. 8th Street, across from the Post
Office. Everyone from campus and
community is welcome to atte nd'
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by Jason Wagoner
UMRTECHS
The end of the semester is
approaching swiftly and many of uS
are starting to feel the increasing strain
of tests, papers, and projects that are
due during this crucial time. In recent"
articles, we have provided a number
of ideas concerning how to deal with
stress. With the summer monthsjust
around the comer, two of these stress
management topics, proper nutrition
and good fitness habits, become even
more important.
Eating propefJy is a task that
becomes increasing ly difficult as the
semester draws to a close. Many

Budget
Chris Green
History Club
Looking for some really neat
books, but don't want to pay a lot of
dough for them? We can help. The
History Club has joined forces wi th
the Psychology Club to bring you a
huge book sale. The area in front of
UCW will be overflowing with used
books about everytbing from
aerospace to zoology on the 16th and

A

rii-

students are feeling a financial strain
and tum to the cheapest fast food
available. Others feel that they just
don 't have enough time to eat properly
as they cram for tests in every class.
Maintaining a balanced diet is crucial
during these stressful times because it
can provide you with the energy to
stay alert and stud y more effectively.
Remember that meals that are high in
fat can weigh you down and make you
feel sluggish. This will effect your
ability to concentrate and study
effectively. Also, besure that yo u are
taking in plenty of water, esp~cially

See TECHSpage 13

Booksale
17th of April. We'll start selling at 8
a.m. and continue until 4:30 p.m. on
both days. How much for these
treasure s? Only 50 cents for
hard covers and 25 cents for
paperbacks! Even if you are not
looking for anything in particular,
stop by. You never know what you'll
find and the books have been sorted
into categories for your convenience.
All proceeds will be divided between
the History and Psychology Clubs.

Student's

Jane Brashers
S.P.A.R.C.
On Friday, April 24, beginning
at 7 p.m., students from various campus ministries will be meeting at the
puck, leading a special prayer time
called S,P.A,R.C. (Students Praying
for Awakening and Revi val on Campus). All students are welcome to
join us in praying for international,
national, and campus situations and
. to encour~ge religion in college life.

•
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by Cadet Carla M. Roth
ArmyROTC
Army ROTC held an Attack
Field Training Exercise (FTX) on the
March 28-29, 1998. The event was a
24 hour operation that is used to
prepare cadets for Advanced Camp
1998. The maneuver was planned by
the fourth year ROTC students and
theMilitaryScienceCadre. The fourth
year cadets conducted a reconnaissance of the area ahead of time and
coordinated all supplies and mo vements with the Cadre and the proper
authorities at Fort Leonard Wood,
After doing this one of the cadets
wrote an Operations Order (OPORD)
detai ling the training that would be
conducted , This part of the planning
took approximately two weeks.

AMinE
overall

Be

WE
by Too

Praljer

This event will b'e alive with music
from various campus ministries such
as the Voices ofInspiration, the BSU
and CCF bands, and the Wesley and
Newman Center choirs. Prayer time
is scheduled for individual prayer,
small group pra¥~r, and prayer led by
several campus ministers. Fred Winters will also share his thoughts and
ideas on prayer. It is guaranteed to be
an inspiring night. All students are
invited to join together and intercede
for our campus,

Armv ROTC '· Anaek FTX

Wesley House

Jo

TEalhlicalities:

The next phase of the operation
was to conduct the mission. The cadets left the University of MissouriRolla at 12:00 p.rn. on March 28.
Once on site the cadets began rehearsals and preparation s for the attack,
while the opposing forces (OPFOR)
began getting in position, Once the
cadets had moved out and spotted the
OPFOR th ey began applying the
ski lls that had been taught in their
military science classes. The platoon
(approximately a 20-40 person element) then captured the enemy and
proceeded through the correct procedures for deal ing wi th prisoners of
war. After-1he mission was over the
platoon CO!lgucted a review and critique ofthe maneuvers and leadership

see ROTC on page 13
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Sports
Tennis to compete in Bronco .Invite
by Jonathan Erdman
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Kadyk Brannan team all eamed points for
UMR.
"As far as the Emporia meet was
The University of Missouri-Rolla concerened we were very happy with that.
tennis team will travel to OkJahoma Sat. Not so much from the standpoint of winApri l 18 to compete in the Bronco Invita- ning, but from how well we played. They're
tional. Head Coach Don Morris belives the the best team we've beaten to this point
meet will help prepare his team for the up- We were very happy with how our people
coming Mid-America Athetic Association stepped up there," Morris said.
tournament.
UMR lost to Washburn by a score
''The Bronco Intercollegiate Invita- of 8-1 . Morris believes that his team did
tional, at the University of Central Okla- well, but didn't maintain the level of play
homa wi ll be extremely tough, but this is needed to win
the time of yeart when we need to play
''They're [Washburn is] one of the
those type of people because we feel it will quality teams in the confenence. I was a
better prepare us for our confemce meet little dissapointed that we didn 't continue
next week," Morris said.
what we started. We had thiee single
The Miners competed against Drury matches whrere we won in the first set, and
College April 7, and lost by a score of2-7. didn 't maintain the focus we needed. I was
Chris Brannan and the Javier LopezJ happy that we were able to come back after
Menashe Solomon doubles team eamed being swept in the doubles and reestablish
UMR its two victories. Morris believes ourselves in the singles matches, but didn't
that the meet was good experience.
fini sh it out, with the exoeption of Michael
''Naturally we'd like to playa little Mcoy, who lost his first set, and C<!Il1C back
better as far as the DrwY meet was con- to win the next two, and that's the type of
cerned. Theyr're a better team, and the type focus and determiantion we need for the
A Miner baseball player hits a fly ball in a recent Miner home game. The Miners were 11-'14 ofpeople that we need to compete against" whole.team"
UMR defeated Emporia State by a
UMR was scheduled to play the
overall and 4-7 in the MIAA conference at press time.
score of7-2. Sergio Esteban, Steve Kadyk, University ofMissouri-St Louis Tuesday,
photo by Ryan Shawgo
Lopez, Matt Balven, the EstebanlBalven April 14. Results were unavailable at press
team, the LopezJ Solomon team and the time.

Sports Editor

•
Baseball to take on Lincoln In
weekend two game series
by Todd Monroe

advantage of the recent good weather
to get some good practice time in. The
team took the Easter weekend off, alThe Univers ity of Missouri- lowing some much-needed rest for
Rolla men's baseball team plays two weary players. The team was able to
days of baseball this weekend here in get in some really good practices, acRolla when they take on Lincoln Uni- cording to Bryant.
versity on Saturday and Sunday. The
The Miners took the field Tuesfirst game, Saturday, April 18, is sched- day, April 12, at Emporia State in a
uled for a noon start. The Sunday, April
MIAA conference double-header. Both
19, game is scheduled to have the first games ended in defeat for UMR.
pitch thrown at I p.m. These are home
In the first game, the Miners let
games and the Miners look forward to themselves get behind early, as Empoa good show of support from the home ria State jumped ahead with three runs
in the first. UMR pulled even in the
crowd as they prepare for the playoffs.
"Lincoln has not won a game in next inning, and added another run in
conference play yet this year. We the third. Their lead did not last for
should not have a problem with them, long, however, as ESU put up two more
but we don't want to take them lightly, runs in the bottom end of the third.
ESU kept up their offensive
because anything can happen in baseball. I do feel pretty good abou't the prowess in the fifth, driving in eight
games coming up," said team member runs. UMR fought back, scoring six
Matt Bryant.
.
runs of their Own in the next inning.
The Miners were 4-7 in confer- The Miners were able to hold ESU
ence play, and 11-14 overall before scoreless in the sixth, giving them opyesterday'S game against Missouri portunity to close the gap. UMR was
Western, the score of which was not able to score only one run during the
available at press time.
seventh and decisive inning however,
The team is optimistic about the and it proved to be too little too late,
upcoming games and their chances in and Emporia State held on for the 14the postseason tournament.
II victory.
"The top eight teams go on, and
The losing pitcher for the Minwe play Missouri Western and Lincoln ers was Tim Rhodes, who now Owns a
this week, and they are both below us. record of two wins and four losses.
We have capabilities of moving updurJim Van Iten hit his second home
i~g the next two weeks.
run of the season, a solo blast in the top
I feel pretty good about our of the seventh, that proved to be the last
chances in the tournament. We have run of the game.
the capability of playing really well, we
The second game of the doublejust haven ' t all together yet like I think header was a close contest throughout.
we can," said Bryant.
The scori ng opened up in th e
.. The Mi!ler~ ~£rLa!? l~ J'L tak~ _ .sgCjl!!<1 ,-"be)1 _b9tJlJ~aU1S cnillP.ed iIl..a.

Staff Writer
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pair of runs. The Miners damaged
ESU some more in the third with a
single run . UMR increased their lead
ever so much more during the fourth
with a couple of runs, bringing the score
to 5-2. In the bottom of the fourth , however, Emporia State's offense regained
its composure, and drove in a run.
The Miners could not score in
the fifth, leaving the pitcher to hold off
ESU's comeback. Emporia State again
knocked in a single run in the bottom
of the inning, bringing them within one
run ofUMR.
The Miners came out in the top
of the sixth and distanced themselves
somewhat, bringing two more runners
home, providing a three-run cushion
going into the bottom of the sixth.
ESU delivered the necessary
runs in the inning, driving in four baserunners to give them the 8-7 lead.
The Emporia State pitching and
defense held on during the Miners final chance at reclaiming the lead or ty_
ing, and came away with the 8-7 victory.
Kevin Hill was the losing pitcher
for UMR, bringing his season record
to two wins and one loss.
Eric Gamble contributed a
homerun for the Miner effort, his first
of the year, a so lo shot in the third in-.
ning.
"I think that we should have
been able to play pretty well with them.
They were one of the top four or five
teams in our conference going into the
game, but I believe we beat ourselves
in the games. I fe lt that we were a bet-

see Baseball on page 13

photo by Ryan Shawgo

Holly receives national honor
by Brad Neuville
ASSistant Sports· Editor
The University of MissouriRolla men's basketball team starting
guard Scott .Holly has been named
to the first team All-freshman team
forthe 1997-98 basketball season by
the Division II Bulletin in the April
edition of the publication.
Holly, the Mid-America intercollegiate Athletics Association
(MIAA) "Freshman of the Year",
was one of II players selected to the
national All-freshman team. He was
the only MIAA representative on the

team.
Holly, averaging 13.9 points
per game and leading the Miners with
52 three-point field goals, was the
leading Scorer and top three-point
shooter among freshl1)an in the
MIAA. Holly also lead the Miners
with 100 assists and was second on
the team with 46 steals. Holly's conference best three-point shooting percentage was 41 .9 %.
In addition to being the MIAA
"Freshman of the Year" Holly also
recieved honorable mention ali-conference honors for the 1997-98 campaign.
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Golf team places 12th in
Missouri Western Invite
by Jonathan Erdman
Sports Editor
After finishing 12 out of 20 teams at the
Missouri Western State College Invitational, the
Miner golf team will travel to Jefferson City to
compete in the Blue Tiger Invitational April 2021.
Coach Ray Leuellyn was pleased with his
team 's performance, but believes they still have
room for improvement.
.
"I thought it was a decent performance.
['m quite certain that they could have done better.
We had some players who didn ' t playas well as
they could have. 12-20 isn ' t bad. Seven out of
nine conference teams is about where' we should
be, because we have four freshman and one sophomore [Andy Laegler]." Leuellyn said.
Leuellyn commented that Laegler should
def.better, due to more time to devote to golf.
" He's swinging pretty good, but he 's not
where he was at the beginning of the year. Another couple of weeks, if he keeps worki ng, and
hc' ll be back where he should be," Leuellyn said.
"[ ' m really happy to have him back. [ think that
he's going to be the leader. If[ had to have 'a captain he 's the logical choice, because he has more
experience that anyone. He' s been working with
the student council, but he 's not on student council anymore, so he ' s coming back."
Freshman Ryan Turley had the best score

of the UMR team in the Mo. Western Invitatonal.
Turley shot a 73-80-153 for the meet.
"Ryan Turley played decently for us the
first day, and .not as well the second day. He's
clearly our number one player. [' m reall y proud
of him. He works at it really hard."
Leuell yn believed that Brad Neuville perform ed well in addition to Laegler and TUrley.
Laegler had a 78-79-157, and Neuville earned a
80-78- 15 8.
"Ryan, Andrew·and Brad played really well
for us the last tournement."
According to Leuellyn, the team should
perform better in the next meet.
" I expect them to playa lot better. I' m not
certain just who I'll take, but we'll still have four
freshmen and one sophomore, because my number six and seven players [Mike Essenpreis and
Robert Zander] have freshman elegiblitiy. I expect them [the team] to play better at the Lincoln
Invitational. "
Leuellyn believes the team has been improving, and that their experience wi ll help them
wi n.
" I think their strength is the experience that
they are getting. I think that they are a lot more
comnfortable with their game. I think anyone that
knows anything about gc;>lf, knows that you have
to be comfortable with your game to play in competition . I think the more they play, the better
they ' ll play."

Two UMR javelin throwers
place in 19· team Invite
by Brad Neuville

Assistant Sports Editor
On Saturday, April II the University of
Missouri-Rollamen's and women's track and field
teams travelled to St. Louis, Missouri to compete
in the Washington University Invitational. The
meet saw 19 women's teams and 17 men's teams
compete.
The most inpressive'performance for UMR
on the day was by basketball player and javelin
thrower Jackie "Kelbe. Kelbe won the women's
javelin with a throw of 129'-8".
"That was one of my better throws," Kelbe
said . "It was my second best ever; my best
collegiately."
Kelbe started the track and field season late
due to her participation in basketball. She hopes
that as her practice builds so will her throws.
"Yeah, I hope to improve," Kelbe said. "I
probably won't see such a big jump [from last
meet's 112' effort to the 129' throw]. My goal is
to get up around 134 or 135 by conference. There
is a national provisional mark that is around 134'135'."
If Kelbe can meet that mark she may have
the option of going to nationals depending on how
the rest of the nation's competitors fair.
Both the Miners and Lady Miners had sev-

eral other solid performances as well . The Lady
Miners took II th place out of the 19 teams With a
total of 22 points. The Miners 'placed 15th out of
17 with a total of 16 points.
. In the women's 1500 meter both Jennifer
Frazer and Tracy Jones finished in the top \lalf of
the 29 runner field. Frazer was ninth with a time
of4:53 .73 and Jones with a time of4:57.21.
On the men's side the Miners recieved their
best performance from Heath Misak in the javelin . Misak had a throw of 165' but seemed a
little dissapointed in his performance.
"I didn't throw that well ," Misak said. "[
could have done a lot b~tter. I had a good chance
at fini shing first and [ didn't."
Matt Hagen also had a solid performance
placing eigth in the 3000 meter steep lechase.
Hagen finished in 9:49.7. Misak also placed 10th
in the hammer throw with a heave of 108'.
In the 800 meter run Matt Borman placed
26th in the packed field of 57 runners. Bornman
crossed the finish line in 2:02.
The Miner and Lady Miner track teams are
scheduled to compete in the Arkansas Invitational
on Saturday, April 18 in Fayetteville, "Arkansas.
Both teams will then have only two meets left to
prepare for the MIAA Championships which arc
set to be held in Kirksville, Mo. on Sunday, May
3.

Interested in writing about Miner Athletics?

I

contact Brad Neuville at bjn@umr_edu
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Miner Match-up
UMR Softball at Southwest Baptist
Site: Bolivar, Mo.
Date: Thursday, April 19
Time: 3 p.m.
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Softball set to play 5 double~
headers in six day stretch
by Kristen Hartman

Staff Writer
The University of Missouri-Rolla Lady
Miner softball team will play five double headers
this week in the hopes of improving their 3-8
MIAA Conference record after losing two close
games to Central Missouri State University on
April 8.
The team started this week playing a nonconference double header at home versus Columbia College. As of press time, the scores of these
games were not available.
The Lady Miners play today at home at 3
p.m. agaInst Washburn in a double header that
was rescheduled from March 28 and will play three
more double headers on the road this week. The
team will face Southwest Baptist on Thursday at
3 p.m., Pittsburg.State on Friday at 2:30 p.m. and
Missouri Southern at 12 p.m. on Saturday. All of
these games are MIAA conference games and are
important because only one more conference game
agains.t Emporia State, at home on Mon., April
20 at 2 p.m. , will remain to be played before the
team goes to the MIAA Championships in
Shawnee, Kan. on April 25.
The team' s 7-6 and 6-5 losses versus
CMSU show that the Lady Miners.will be in close
contention with other MIAA teams despite their
current conference record .
"We pl ayed a couple of heartbreaking
games in horrcndous conditions [wind and mud],"
coach Dave Burwell said. " But this is the first
time in six years that I've felt that we' ve had the
more talented team on the field against CMSU."
Game one versus CMSU was tied at four
going into the seventh inning. The Lady Miners
scored two runs in the top of the inning to take
the 6-4 lead, but CMSU rallied in the bottom of
the inning to score three runs to win. Key players
for UMR were senior Becca Alt who was l-for-4
with two RBi s and one run scored, freshman
Sabrina Greenwell who was 2-for-3 with a double
and one run scored, sophomore Candice Luehrs
who scored two runs, sophomore Gina Daugherty
who had an RBI and a run scored and junior Kari
Kavanagh who was 2-for-4 with an RBI double.
In game two, the Lady Miners entered the
bottom of the seventh inning down 6-0 and ralli ed to score five funs but came up short.
Greenwell, Luehrs, sophomores Tory Atwood and
Shawnna Morris and junior Jaime Ostmann got
on base and were able to score for the Lady Miners. Ostmann , Luehrs and Daugherty each had an

RBI and Kavanagh hit an RBI double that scored
two runs.
Senior Erin Collins and sophomore Andrea
Sager split the pitching duties in both games.
According to Burwell, none of the MIAA
teams that the Lady Miners have played so far
have exhibit~d domination in the conference. It
has been difficult to determine the current
MIAA standings because as of Wed., April
8, Washburn , who is currently ranked 15th in the
nation, had yet to playa conference game and
Emporia State had only played one, a game in
which they beat the Lady Miners 4-2. BotJi teams
as well as other teams who had played relatively
few conference games, were ranked above the
Lady Miners who had played the most conference
games. These situations are results ofrain outs.
Therefore, Burwell is optimistic about the team's
ability to be competitors in the MIAA and is
pleased with his team so far this season.
" I'm pleased with the potential we've
shown, and [ try to keep in mind that we are a
young team," Burwell said.
The Lady Miners are ,young this year with
two seniors, two juniors, six sophomores and three
freshman on the roster. Alt who, along with
Collins, is a senior captain of the team, has confidence in the team's ability.
"The girls on the team are, for the most part,
young," Alt said . . "However, they are all experienced and know what it takes to have a winning
team. The team has been playi ng with heart, determiriation and team spirit. We have lost some
tough games that could have gone either way, but
we never gave up or lost fai th in our abilities.
Beyond our team being very supportive of each
other, we have an incredible line up. Our defense
is the best it has been in years and our offense is
solid from the first batter to the last. The only
key weakness that our team has would be key hits.
Our bats are strong. It is just a matter of getting
the key hits when necessary. We tend to leave a
lot of people on base when we do not produce
those key hits."
Ait anticipates a challenging week of games .
"The games this week will all be challenging, considering we have an incredibly tough conference, but we expect to win and hold a spot in
the MIAA tournament. Ri ght now we are not
ranked as highly as we could be, but winning the
games this week will greatly affect our rank and
will be crucial in our going to the MIAA tournament. There is not one team in our conference
th at we cannot beat. "
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Miner Scores & Stats

ist

Tennis

Baseball

Tuesday. April 7

Tuesday. April 7

Drury 7, UMR 2

Miners
03 1 006 1--11 15 3
Emporia State 302090 x--14 13 2
LP: Tim Rhodes (2-4) HR: Jim Van Hen (2) .

Thursday. April 9

UMR 7, Emporia State 2

lietch

Player Records

Singles
#1 #2

:thai scored

lOreAndrea
Igames.
flheMIAA
ayed so far
nference. Ii

Irrent

Wed., April
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Miners
02 1 202 0--7 7 3
Emporia State 020 114 x--8 10 1
LP: Kevin Hi ll (2-1) HR: Eri c Gamble (1).

Mike McCoy
Matt Balven
Chris Brannan
Javier Lopez
Steve Kadyk
Sergio Esteban
Menashe Soloman

#5 #6 TOTALS
2-1 4-3
6-4
-- 1-0 3-3
4-3
-- 1-0 1-1 4-4 -6-5
-- 0-2 4-3 2-0 -6-5
1-0 4-4 0-2 -5-6
4-6 -4-6
-- 0-2 2-2 2-4
#3 #4

--

#1 #2
1-0

1-1
1-0
1-0 4-6
2-4
0-1

March 29 and 30

Missouri Western Tournament

Doubles
Sergio EstebanlMatt Balven
Menashe Soloman/Javier Lopez
Mike McCoy/Matt Balven
Steve Kadyk/Chris Brannan
Sergio Esteban/Javier Lopez
Menashe SolomanlMike McCoy
Sergio Esteban/Mike McCoy

Golf

#3

TOTALS
1-0
3-0
4-1
3-3
4-3
5-6
2-4
0-2
0-2
0-1

Tl 4. Ryan Turh:;y, 153; T3 3. Andy Laegler,
157; T3 7. Brad Neuville, 15 8; T76. Eric Fryatt, 167;
83. Josh'Baldwin, 172.
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Softball

Track and Field

Wednesday. April 8

Lady Miners
0 11 0022--6 8 2
Central Missouri
400 000 3--7 12 5
. LP: Erin Collins (14-7)
Central Missouri
300 030 0--6 8 3
Lady Miners
000 000 5--5 7 1
LP: Andrea Sager (1 -4)

WOMEN
1, UW-La Crosse, 97; 2, Washington University,
88.5; 3, UW-Whitewater, 83 ; 11, UMR, 22.

MEN
1, Truman State, 123; 2, UW-La Crosse, 88.5; 3,
Lindwood University 82.5; 15, UMR, 16.
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COMEDY SERIES
continues

TONIGHT
April 15th
with

MbE

Comedian

~OU'RE

ROLE

~

WI>.LL~

Mike Rayburn

I

,R
~

8:00 PM
In the U C - East Cafeteria

Mike parodies everyone from Michael Jackson to Garth Brooks, and you won 'te believe
your ears or eyes when you hear his acoustic adaptation of "The Devil Went Down to
Georgia."

-W~llY ~[

----:.:::
l1lERE'S

To 5~RC,

April 22
April 24

Rondell Sheridan
Greg Fitzsimmons

U CE - Centennial Hall
UCE - Centennial Hall

~~Ol\.

8:00 PM
8:00 PM

I

1i

'i::-:'"
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Comics
MINER ADJUSTMENTS

Dilbert
YOU'RE MY
ROl( MOD EL,
WA.lLY.

By'C. JaJDes

by Scott Adams
~-----~-,
E

~
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i

DESPIT( A.LL THE
PRESSURE "NO
FRUS1Ri\TION, you
PRESS ON . '(ou 13END
(;Ul YOU DO NOT
BREJ>..I<. .

~

!

1

M.Y MOTTO 15 "TJ.\EY
CA.N' T BREA.I<. '(OU IF
~ou OON'T HA.VE. '"
SPINL "

~

~

~

LIKE A

-

P~ILOSOPH£R !

g

Non-Sequitur
I ~T
of

Lo~ M ~Tto.RT
~ NbW !».y ~T

TI-\!;
"501<. ,

I ~ON' T 'THINK

YOU'VE PICI< (D A.N
IDE"L ROLE MODEL .
A.SOK IS
OEA.O.

l

WALLY THE ROLE M.ODEL

~~~~~~-----iE

THERE'S I>.N i\RT
TO SA.RC i\SM J
A.~ O K. .

~

IF YOU USE YOUR BOSS'S
OWN WORDS , YOU CAN'T
BE DISCIPLINED FOR
INSU()OROINA nON .
~

.\

by Wiley

)

TOOA.Y I FOCUSED M.Y
RESOURCES ON A.DOING
VA.LU£. 'TO THE PRODUCT
PROCESS . OUR 51-11>.REHOLDERS WOULD BE.
KNOW

oFFICb!

_ L _
r,dn.,.!ay, AI!
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Diversions
Tribune Crossword
ACROSS
1 Practice boxing
5 Writer Jong
10 Boo-hoos
14 "Citizen _"
15 Enticements
16 Casuat negative
17 Hotm and
McKellen
18 Signified
19 Digestive juice
20 Backstabber
22 Merest grip
24 _ Ptaines, tL
25 _ Haule, IN
26 Actor Ed
29 Tender or
Pullman, e.g.
30 Merchanfs
figures
34 Cylindrical
dessert cakes
37 Ktine movie
38 _ Miguel
39 Before now
41 Stightest bit
42 Mediterranean
peak
44 Leading the way
46 TImidly
DOWN
48 Stupefied state 1 Theatrical
49 Self-perception
sketch
50 Seedless plants 2 Jack of
52 Reply to a
talk-shows
smash
3 Freud's
53 Swindle
daughter
56 Handgun
4 Dwells
60 _ vera
5 "St._Fire"
61 Actress Streep 6 One with regrets
63 Nite queen,
7 Nest-egg $$
casually
8 Road divider
64 Ran away
9 "The Maltese
Falcon- co·star
65 Arctic goose
66 Is unable
10 Secondary tiUe
67 Hardy lass
11 State on Lake
68 Cigar residue
Erie
69 Starter chips
12 Male moose

lio~osco~es

8ase~

~1eaJ1lthan~
;,rpilcherioU
The gaIT
, SCOring and
l!III'1'0fsuchF

Campus Gossip

)lQ, Bryant Cli

,s and some J
~ defense.

Jen McCann,
Thanks for las t night!!!
You were wond e rful!!!
Love,
Bill, Bob, John,
J eff, Don , and Nick

Je ss ie Pence,
Sorry you missed yo ur
track meet . I could have
sworn I set the alarm!
Triangte G uy

I went to an 1803 party and
a ll I got
was cholera. follow the
blue ninja .
support local' musician s.
YFGAABOD!

KFWW,
Ryan No lan ,
Thanks for a great St.
Pat 's! You were the best if
you know what I mean!
Sorry if I squashed you :(
Your St. Pat's Love

Dear Santa,
I have been a good
boy ... Coutd you bring me a
new pair of boxers for
Christmas? Please .. .
Keith Whitlock

13 Storage building
21 To the point
23 Hesitation

syllables
25 Animal fats
26 Donkeys
27 Mower's path
28 Fool
29 Parsley family
plants
31 Prescription
language
32 Dame Edilh _
33 Marsh grass
35 Knock
36 Comprehend
40 Make lawn

43

Nobel and
Noyes

For a good time...
I am sure you know the
message th a t I am pa ss ing
through here. So great to
see you again!

341 -6 159

KFGC

Dave, Keith , Paul, Kevin"
and Sergio are my heros. :)

Hey, Mark.
We ardently urge you to
leave DBH alone. You are
vastly out-numbered and
even more so out-brained.
Don't be stupid!
-her friends

Erdman-If you don't watch your
back you may get a nasty
surprise. Remember we
are watching you. So
beware!!!
--SAY

47
51
52
53

54 French pronoun

55
56
57
58
59
62

Adversaries
"Auld Lang_"
Actor Arkin
Tenanrs outlay
Dust particle
Cheerleader's
cheer

Campus Gossip is now being accepted free of charge via the
only, on a limited basis. Gossip may be submitted at:

WWW

http : //www.umr.edu/-miner/gossip . html

from 8 a.m. Wednesday until noon on Saturday. Submissions are limited
to one per person per week and a total of five lines per submission.

repairs

for Wednesday, April 15, 1998

from the College Press Exchange
Aries: There are all kinds of hassles on Wednesday, but you should be able to travel on
Thursday. Get started as early as possible, so you can get there and back before your
appointment Friday morning. Put in an appearance Friday night, just to let an older person
know you're reliable. On Saturday, don ' t get into an argument witli an older person. That
would bring in demerits instead . Relax with friends Sunday night, to toast th e sun 's slide from
your sign into Taurus. It was fun while it lasted .
Taurus: Resist the temptation to spend on Wednesday and Thursday. It' ll be easy to waste
money then. A fo reigner has excellent advice on Friday, and can teach you a valuab le lesson.
Get out for a drive on Saturday and let an older person help you make a decision on Sunday.
Gemini: Meet with a partner on Wednesday, so you can set your schedule for the week. Put
in final changes on Thursday and you' ll make room for a celebration that evening. Gather in the
money on Friday and put it in a safe place. Buy something you need for your home on
Saturday so you can have everybody over to your house on Sunday.
Cancer: You'll have to work later. Wednesday and Thursday are intense, as you try to please
a demanding older person . On Friday, you find somebody who really understands, and by
Saturday, the whole thin g is starting to make sense. Learn from a thrifty friend on Sunday.
Leo: A roommate 's stubbornness may drive you from home on Monday and Tuesday. You ' ll
be back again and happier by Wednesday and Thursday. Don't get distracted by a playmate on
Friday or you' ll be working all day Saturday, too. Everything will go more slowly than planned
on Sunday. Allow extra time.
Virgo: A start ling revelation at home upsets you on Wednesday and Thursday. Commiserate
with a loved one on Friday, and by Saturday the problem wi ll be practi cally forgotten . Save
chores and homework for Sunday afternoon .
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Libra : Dig for the truth on Wednesday and Thursday, and you' ll find a couple of startling
revelations. Fix up your place on Friday so you can entertain there on Saturd ay. Don 't worry
about the cost. The others wi ll pitch in. Confer with your roommate Sunday regarding shared
expenses, and discover a new game with your sweetheart that night;

ROTC
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from page 6
ScorpiO: You may not be able to overpower your favorite adversary on Monday and Tuesday,.
but you can sure put up"", good fi ght. And you may get a couple of good points across. Put in the
extra effort Wednesday and Thursday and you ' ll be amply rewarded. Be careful on Friday and
Saturday, or you' re liable to learn something the hard way. Heed an older person ' s advice. Stay
home Sunday night and discuss impendi ng changes w~th your partner.
Sagittarius: Be decisive Monday and Tuesday, and get rid of a bunch of stuff you don 't need
anymore. That'll give you more time to play on Wednesday and Thursday, and a lot more room
to do it in. Don't spend all your money on toys Friday and Saturday, even though the temptation
is horrendous. Buy something that will help you become more successfu l, instead. Use what
you ' ve learned recently to help an older person Sunday. You could get a great job out of the deal.
Capricorn: Negotiate in private to get what you need for your house on Wednesday, and have
it by Thursday. You'll make a great impression on others Friday and perfonm well on Saturday. A
romantic commitment could happen naturally late Sunday night.
Aquarius: Celebrate Wednesday night with all your friends. Learn a great new idea at a meeting
on Thursday. Discover something you ' ve forgonen on Friday and hustle to get it done. Do
whatever your sweethean wants on Saturday, and senle into a new routine on Sunday.
. Pisces: You ' JI do best on tests Wednesday and Thursday if you focus on the concept instead of
the details. Friends are glad to teach you what you need to know on Friday, and show their love
for you on Saturday. The pressure stans to increase on Sunday, but that's OK. You ' re gening
/
smarterand stronger then, too.
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Baseball

American Heart

from page 7
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ter team than what they were," said senior pitcher/outfielder Bryant.
The games were relativel y high
in scoring and when asked about the
nature of such profiency in run production, Bryant cited the skills of the batters and some mistakes on the part of
the defense.
"Our offense came through
pretty well that day. We had a few defensive problems, which cost us a few
runs. [fwe had been able to eliminate
those, we could have cut down on some
of the runs that they were able to get
later on in the game," said Bryant.
When questioned about whether
the opposition was able to get those hits
because they were simply good hitters,
or whether the Miner pitching staff was
having difficulties, Bryant responded
by saying that most of the problem
rested in the hands of the defense.
"They had two or three really
good hitters, but overall our pitching
did a really good job. We just had a
few problems on defense, where we
gave them a couple more outs in an inning that allowed them to take advantage of it and get runs out of it," said
Bryant.
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decisions that were made and executed. These war games help the
cadets develop quick thinking, planning and organizational skills.
The second phase of the FTX
was to move to another position and
set up a defensive perimeter. Then
the platoon broke into squads and
conducted two separate ambushes on
the OPFOR. This part of the training
helped the cadets work on not only
their night land navigation skills but
also various movement techniques.
Once again the enemy (OPFOR) was

TECHS
from page 6
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if you have increased your caffeine
intake during long study sessions .
Caffeine is a diuretic and increases
your need for fluids to avoid
dehydration.
The weather is continuing to
improve and the opportunities for
physical activities are increasing.
Remember that at the bare minimum
you should get 30 minutes ofexercise
2-3 times per week to maintain a
health y lifestyle. During these
stressfu l times, such periods of
physical activity become even more

ONE
TOOTHBRUSH
Call 1-800-27-START for a
brochure on volunteer o pportu-

.s

Solution to Tribune Crossword
3 1
V
3 H S V
S S 3 1
Puzzle.
:J
1 N
N
a 3 1
N
II

o

Puzzle
appears
on
page 12.
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captured. Thecadets then moved back'
to the patrol base where they spent the
night.
In the morning, the platoon was
surprised by an OPFOR ambush . The
platoon conducted a react-to-contact
drill and defended their position. After
this mission another review and critique was conducted.
Even though the Field Training
Exercise was only 24 hours long, it
gave the cadets a much needed hands
on drill. These exercises are an essential part in preparing tomorrow's leaders. [f you are interested in ROTC or
have any questions please contact the
Military Science Department.
important because they can help you
to feel invigorated after long periods of
studying. Be sure and schedule time
during the day for physical activity so
you won't put it off to finish other
tasks. Encourage friends to come with
you for a walk or jog around the
neighborhood. Head out to the park
and throw the ball around. Grab your
bike and pedal away some tension
while enjoying the spring weather.
Find some type of physical activity
you enjoy, and enjoy DOING it.
One final thought: People who
try something and fai l are infinitely
better than those who try nothing and
succeed .

I meeting

Do

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

in~ead of

ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 ' .$800 every week
Free Details : SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave .
Brooklyn, New York 11230

eirlove
letting

THE WORLD

ATATIME.

©I 995. American Heart Association

from page 6

CHANGE

SlUE's Summer Session

G

Oing home to the metro-east this
summer? Plant yourself in an
SlUE course or two. It's a great way
to get a head start on fall semester, or
branch out into new fields. And you
can transfer your "home-grown"
credits to your current college or
university.

Offering more than 800 courses,
SlUE's Summer Session is fertile
ground for l!larning. And with some
of the lowest tuition rates among
4-year colleges in Illinois, enrolling
in a class doesn't require as much
green as you might think.

To apply for SlUE's Summer Session,
call from anywhere in Illinois
(800) 447-SlUf;
from St. Louis,
(314) 231-SlUf;
or from anywhere,
(618) 692-3705.
Cal/today. All application materials,
including transcripts and other
supporting documents, must be
received by SlUE by May 5 for
undergraduate applicants;
April 27 for graduate applicants.
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----Employment------------------------------FullTIme
Method: PRS-OPEN

BRUCKER ENGINEERING. Ltd
7565 Ravensridge Drive

MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL

11885 Lackland Road

Interview Date: 04117

Method: PRS-FCFS

Interview Date: 0411 4

SL Louis. MO 63 146-4236

Sl Louis. MO 631 19

Alm: Mr. Jake Bilello, Field Technician
Degree Le vel: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000

Attn : Ms, Arlicia Douglas. Sr. Staffing Specia list
Degree Leve l: B Minimum GPA: 3.000

Majo,,:
GEE CIVL GEOL
Grad Dates:1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USlPenn
Position Available: Staff Engineer
Pos ition Location: Sl Louis. MO

Majo,,:
CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798

CitizenShip:
Position Available: Information not available
Pos ition Location: Sl Louis. MO
Schedule se t up from resumes sent 10 the company & Career Fair
www.mastercardcom

Deadline for submitting resumes: April J7
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS· COLLECTING RESUMES ONLY FOR COM PANY
DELTA COMPANIES INC.
PO Box 980

Method: PRS-CLOSED

NEW DIMENSION INC.

625 E Big Beaver Sle 200

Interview Date: 04/09

Method: PRS-OPEN

IntelView Date: 04/ 17

Tuckennan. Arkansas 72473

Troy, M I 48083

AUn: Mr. Stephen Baugh n. General Manager
Degree Leve l: B Minimum GPA: 2.500

Attn: Ms. Man:i DePascale. Recruiter
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
Mojo'"
AERO ELEC EMAN MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798

Majors:
CIVL
G r.ld Dal<s:0598 0198
Ci lizenship: USlPenn

Citizenship: USfPeml
Posi tion Ava ilable: Platfoml Engineer
Position Location: Wentzvi lle. MO (General Motors Plant)
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 17
Infonnation on posi tion available in 301 Norwood Hall

Position Availab lc:: Project Engineer
Position Location: Tuckerman . Arka nsas
PRE-RECRUITMEi'IT MEETING : Wednes. Apri l 8. 6:30 p.m.-206 McNutt Hall
Schedule being set up from resumes sent to the company

THlS ISA COi'ITRACTCOMPANY
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS· COLLECTING RESUMES ONLY TO SEND COMPANY

Method: PRS-CLOSED
LUCEi'IT TECHNOLOG IES
Interview Date: 04116
III1 Woods Mill Road
Town and Counny. MO 6)017
Altn: Ms. Lisa Edwa rds. Quality Manager

Degree Level: B

SCHREIB ER FOODS. INC

Majo,,:
ELEC EMAN MEGI
Gr.>d Dates: 1297 0598 0798

Majo,, :

Ci ti zenship:
Position Available: Quality Consu ltant/I SO Coordinator
Position Loca tion: Sl Louis. MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 9 . 3:00 p.m.
www.lucenlcom

SPRINT PCS

ELEC EMAN MECH

OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: Immediatel y

Infoonation on position available in 30 1 Norwood Hal1
www.magnetek.com

ANOTHER SHORTCUT TO SHALL BUSINESS SUCCESS

~

TAKE A

Method: PR S-OPEN

4900 Main Street. 7th
Interview Date: 04122
Kansas City. MO 641 12
Alln: Ms. Julie Baker. Recruiter
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
ELEC
Grad D3tes:0598 0798
Citi zcnship:
Position Ava ilable: RF Engineer
Postion Location: Kansas City. MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 16
Infoonation available in 30 \ Norwood Hall
www.sprintpcs.com
CANCELLATION: PSI-Pro fessional Service Industries. Inc.
April 14th recruiting d:He - CANCELLED

Grad Dales:1297 0598 0798
Citi zenship:
Positions Avai lable: Application Engineer; Sa les Engineer
Position Locations: Sl Louis. MO

-

Summer
BRUCKER ENG INEERING. LTD.

Method: PRS·OPEN

7565 Ravcnsridge Dri ve
Interview Date: 04117
SI. Louis. MO 631 19
Attn: Mr. Jake Bile llo, Fie ld Technician
Min imum GPA: 2.000
Majo,,:

GEE CIVL GEOL

Gnd Level: Must be at least a Freshman
Ci tizenship: USlPenn
Position Available: Summe r Intern - Field Technician
Position Loca tion: St. Louis. MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 17

BREAK
Ddepte )'OUI'" copy choru to MBE...tun drop
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~ bind them. if)"OU Iika. You1 Nw more time
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Soulhside Shoppers World
Soulh US 63
573-364-0006
Fax 573-364-0007
_ .. _____
.mb. .com ....... _
_ _ _ _ c.-_. .... _ _ _ _
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NO REC RUITING DATE GIVEN . DATE TO FOLLOW

Interview Date: 04117
114 5 Corporate Lake Dr
Sl Louis. MO 63132-17 16
Atm: Mr. John Schrader. Senior Engineer
Degree Leve l: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majo,,:

C HE ELEC EM AN MEC H

Grad Oale s:0598 0798
Citizenship:
Posi tion Avai lable: Maintenance Tead AdvisorlProject Engineer
Posi tion Location: Monett. MO
Deadline for submining resumes: Apri l 16

Method: Open

MAGNETEK. INC.

Method: PRS·OPEN

PO Bo)( 608 10 Dairy St
Interview Date: 04116
Monelt, MO 65708
Attn : Mr. Scott Denny. Human Resouces Ma nager
Degree Le ve l: B Minimum GPA: 2.450

Minimwn GPA: 2.400

JlERICO!
,WARDS PI
The AD

WIRE ROPE CORP OF AMERERlCA. INC
Method: PRS-OPEN
PO Box 288 609 N 2nd
Interview Date: 04117
SL Joseph. MO 64502

AUn: Ms. Diana Maage . Adminst Assist HR
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
MECH
Grnd Level: Must be at least a Jun ior
Ci tizenShip:
Posi tion Ava ilable: Summer Intern
Position Loca tion: SL Joseph. MO
Deadline for submi tting resumes: April 17
Infonnalion on position available in )01 Norwood Hall

o CAMPUS INTERVIEW - COLLECTING RESUMES ONL Y TO SEND COM PANY

.... V\oOo. .... o . _ ... '__ _

.. _ . _ _ _ _ _ -.. ..... _

NO CA MPUS INTERV IEW. COLLECTING RESUMES ONLY FOR COMPANY
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Financial Aid- - - RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If you have been e mployed as a
farmworker in the past two years,
you may be eligible to receive free
tuition assistance for your education.
/[ you have worked as a farm, orchard, greenhouse or poultry/egg
production employee, you m ay
qualify. To obtain details a nd the field
representative closest to you call 1800-234 -4971.

de nt Financial Aid Office, G·l Parker
Hall.
Application deadline mus t be
postmarked by: April 15, 1998.

THE SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION OF ST. LOUIS OFFERS INTEREST-FREE LOAN PROGRAM
AND THE AMEREN SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
Be a citizen of the United States
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY or in possession of a Alien Registra·
U.S. ARMY HEALTH PROFES- tion Card.
Be a permanent resident of St.
SIONAL SUPPORT AGENCY
Let the Army pay your way Louis City , St. Louis County,
through Medical, Denta l Optometry Franklin County, Jefferson County,
School, or a Doctoral level degree in _or St. Charles County for at least two
ClinicallResearch Psychology. Schol- yea rs prior to the dateof application.
Ameren Scholarship Program appliarship includes: full tuition, required
books, lab fees, required equipment cants must live in Amerne (formerly
rental, $865.00 monthly stipend.
Union Electric or CIPS) service area
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON within Missouri or Illinois.
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUDemonstrate fin a n cial need
NITIES CONTACT: CAPTAIN DINO
(must complete a Free Application for
Federal Student Aid)
L. MURPHY OR MRS. SHARON
MACKENZIE AT 1-800-829-0924.
Be a responsible borrower, without history of educational loan de fault or bankruptcy
AMERICORPS EDUCATION
Have achieved a minimum cu·
mulative 2.0 grade point average on
AWARDS PROGRAM
The AmeriCorps Education a 4.0 scale
Awards Program offers members the
Plan to e nroll in or be currently
standard AmeriCorps education sti- enrolled in a degree program at an
pend of over $4,700 for one year of accredited college, graduate, profescommunity service, but unlike
sional. vocational or technical school.
Ame riCorps USA, it does not provide All fields of study, except ministry,
are eligib le for funding. Ameren
a living allowance or other benefits.
For information on this program
Scholarship Progra m applicants must
contact the Student Financial Aid Of- be full-time undergraduate students
fice , G-1 Parker Hall.
attending schools within Missouri or
Illinois.
DEADLINE FOR THE INTERAMERICAN ELECTRO PLATERS EST -FREE LOAN PROGRAM IS
AND SURFACE FINISHERS SO- APRIL 15, 1998 AND NOVEMBER
15,1998,
CIETY
The American Electroplaters
Applications available in the Stuand Surface Finishers Society offers dent Financial Aid Office, G-1 Parker
scholarships to upper class under·
Hall.
graduate and graduate students who
Application deadline for The
Ameren Scholarship Program is only:
are interested in careers in the sur·
April 15, 1998.
face finishing field.
REQUIREMENTS:
Undergraduate students must
KIDS' CHANCE INC _ OF MISbe studying in metallurgy, metallurgical engineering, materials science
SOURI
What ·is Kids' Chance? It is a nonor engineering, chemistry, chemical
profit corporation developed by inengineering, or environmental engiterested employers,
attorneys, laneering.
Selection factor s include borers, insurers, third party a dministratorsLgovernment officials, health
achievement, scholarship potential,
care- representatives a nd rehabilitamotivation and interest in the finishtion providers. The purpose of Kids'
ing technologies
Chance is to provide educational
Must be a full-time student during the academic year the sch ola r- scholarships to financially assist the
ed ucation of children of workers who
ship is r eceived
have been seriously injured or killed
Financial need is not a factor.
Applications available in the Stu-

in Missouri work re lated injuries.
. Which Children are Eligible for
the Scholarship? To be eligible for the
scholarship the chi ld's parent must
have s ustained a serious injury or
fatality in a Missouri work related
acc ident covered by worke rs com·
pe nsation. The parent's injury or
death must be compensable under
Missouri Workers' Compensation
Law, Chapter 287 RSMo. The child
must be between the ages of 16 and
25.
When do you apply? Applications
are accepted at any time. KIDS'
CHANCE
Scholarships are awarded on ba·
sis of need throughout the year as
funds are available. The deadline for
accepting applications for a one year
scholars hip (fall and spring semes·
ters) is May 15, 1998. The deadline
for accepting applications for the
spring semester only is October 30,
1998.
Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker
Hall, Rolla, MO
65409-0250 or by
calling 1-800-484-5733 - code 5437
(KIDS).

the states of Kansas or Missouri a nd
either (a) withi n a J50-mile radius
from a point on the KansaslMissouri
state line at highway 1-35; or (b)
within a 25-mile radius of the ma in
U.S. Post Office at the mailing
address of a current MCIB member.
Applicant must be pursuing a
Bachelor of Science or higher
degree that includes concrete a nd
concrete design co urses as a n
integral pa rt of their degree program
at a n accredited college or university.
Applicant must be enrolled in or
have completed concrete or concrete
design courses.
Applicant must not be a son,
daughter,
grandson,
granddaughter, niece, or nephew of a n
Advisory Committee member.
Part-time stude nt applicants
will be limited to junior class status
or a bove. The scholarship award to
part-tim e
students
will
be
commensurate with the costs.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall.
Applications must be received by
April 30, 1998.

AIR & WASTE MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION MIDWEST SECTION

WILLIAM M_ REISS FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND

This scholarship is awarded to
a full or part-time graduate student
pursuing a course of study and
research leading to a career in air
pollution control and/or waste management at the start of the 1998-99
academic year. Undergraduate students are eligible to apply if they
have been accepted into a program
of graduate study.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall.
Application must be postmarked by: May 30, 1998.
THE MID-WEST CONCRETE INDUSTRY BOARD, INC.
The Fund in an endowment
fund that will provide financial
assistance to. college engineering
students pursuing a Bachelor of
Science of higher degree - that
includes concrete and concrete
design courses as an integral part of
their degree program.
REQUIREMENTS:
Applicant's permanent residence
as indicated on college records or the
high school of record must be within

who are seeking a degree toward that
field .
Missouri Agents Education Foun·
dation is offering at least two $1,000
scholarships for any curren t se nior,
junior, or sophomore interested in
purs uing a career in the insurance
industry (recipie nt must be majoring
in a discipline that could lead to a career in the insurance industry).
Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker
Hall.
Application must be submitted by
May I, 1998.

EUROPE
See More.
Spend Less.
Special fares for students alld
faculty frrmt DER Travel Sel-uices.

Recipients of the scholarships shall
be limited to graduates of publicly
supported high schools located within
the city limits if Belleville, Illinois.
Students working toward a degree
in medicine, but not nursing, are excluded.
.
Selection will be made primarily
upon academic promise and financial need. The amount of the award
shall be fixed by the committee and
may be sufficient to include any or
all of tuition, room, and board.
Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker
Hall.
Applications must be submitted by:
May I, 1998.
MISSOURI AGENTS EDUCATION FOUNDATION
The Misso uri Agents Education
Foundation (MAEF) was founded in
1995 to promote higher education
related to to the insurance industry.
The MAEF scholarship program promotes the education of students who
have already recognized the importance of a career in insurance and

Airfares at low
"consolidator" rates.

~

I056lGngs Higbway, Rolla

(573) 862-8021

12th & PINE 364-33 I I
ruGHTNEXTTOC~U S

Grotto's Upcoming Events:
Thurs. April 16 Pool Tourny
Thurs. April 23, Karaoke
Thurs. April 30, Stupid
Human Trick Night
Sun. May 3, GolfTourny

GOLF

TOURNAMENT
1

6CB
SATURDAY APlUL 18~ 1998
Tec:Offar9:30a.m.
Come play competitively against other studentS for FREE!

Prizes to the top finishers.
S;gn-up ;n the SUB office ( 218 UCW I by April 17, 1998

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
Look What's On Tap!
Guiness
Bass
Newcastle

Foster's
Killian's
Boulevard
Coors Lite
Samuel Adams Miller Lite

Bud Lite
Bud
Icehouse

T.A.COS db B'£J'Fl.Fl.:J:T<>S
Fridays 11 :30-2:00
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Calendar of Events
All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW,
Please 'send all changes to the aforementioned office,

Wednesda.y

I

~------' --"------'"
All day: Cir~le K, Bone Marrow drive,
Miner Lounge, UCE

3:30pm: StuCo lawycr, UCW, Walnut
room
4:30 pm: American Ceramic Society,
206 McNutt
6:00 pm: Kappa Mu Epsilon, MCS
216
6:00 pm: Toastmasters, CSF 109

10:00 am: Student Council Blood
Drive, Centennial Hall, UCE .

6:00 pm :
Chris tian Campus
Fellowship, Mark Twain or Missouri
RrnsUCE

6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club , 204
McNutt

6:30 pm: Intercollegiate Knights, HSS
G5

6:00 pm: Solar Car Team, Design
meeting, 104 EMgt.

7:00 pm: St. Pats, 107C ME Annex

3:00 pm : UMR Trap & Skeet, 107
Bueh ler Bldg.
6:30 pm: UMR Gaming Club, 210 or
208 Norwood
7:00 pm : Show Me Anime , 204
McNu tt
7:00 pm: Assn. for Black Students,
Talent Show, CE 114
7 & 9 pm: SUB film , I Know What
You Did Last Summer, 104 ME

. ,~J

rl----~-----:_____.I 9:00pm: Amold AirSociety, 208 Harris
H II
a

Sunday

1:30 pm: Chi nese Student Assn, 105,
117,'215,216 ME

10:00 pm: UMR Ultimate Frisbee
Club, frat row fields

7:00 pm:
Christian
FellOWShip, 104 ME

I. Next Wednesday I

Ca mpus

i .i il li oi i o._ilii._1_

...._iIIoi_ _.....
,

6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204
McNutt

All Day: Kappa Alpha Psi, Safe Sex
Awareness, Brezzeway

6:00 pm: Solar Car Team, Design
meeting, 104 EMgt.

7:00 pm: National Soc. of Black
Engineers/Assn . of Black Students, 204
McNutt

6:20 pm:
Associated General
Contractors of MO, CE 177

6:40 pm: American Concrete Institute,
"iii....iIIiio...IiooiIilifil_____oiiioI CE 217

9:30 am: SUB, Golf Toumey, Golf
Course

,.,--...",._=,,--,-,,_---..,._-..,.

6:00 pm: Student Council , Student
Leadership Banquet, UCE Cafeteria

4:30 pm: Intematioanl Students Club,
HSSG5

7:00 pm: Soc. of Am. Military Eng. ,
Harris 302

4:30 pm: UMR Gaming Club, 201 or
208 Norwood

6:00 pm: Society of Women Engineers,
McNutt 204

7:00 pm: Am. Soc. of Mechanical Eng.,
ME 104

7:00 pm: Bluegrass Music Party/ Ho
Down, TJ South Lounge

6:30 pm: Student Council, Missouri
Rm, UCE

7:00 pm: AIChE, Schrenk G-3

8:30 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, ChE 125

7:00 pm: Assn. of Engineering
Geologists, McNutt 204

l

7:00 pm: Koinonia, Walnut Rrn, UCW
.6:30 pm: Student Co-op Assn., G-5
HSS
8:00 pm: Habitat for Humanity, G3
Thomas Jefferson

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org. ,
CE312
8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, General
meeting, E Mgt 103

8:00 pm: SUB, April Fools Comedy
Series, UCE Cafeteria
8:00 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 206 CHE

10:00 pm: UMR Ultimate Frisbee
Club, frat row fields

~ ." Thursday
All Day: History Club, Book Sa le,
Breezeway

8:00 pm: SUB, April Fools Comedy
Series, UCE Cafeteria

8:30 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, ChE 125
8:00 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 206 CHE

All day: History Club; Book sale,
Breezeway
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7:00 pm: IEEE, EEG 31

7 & 9 pm: SUB film , I Know What
You Did Last Summer, 104 ME

April 22,
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9:00 pm: Residence Hall Assn., MCS
209
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Resu

Steerable-axle technology that helps the Army
deliver its Abrams tank is the firm footing under a new
Air Force aircraft cargo load;!r. The MIOOO H eavy Equipment
Transpo rter (HET) carries 70 tons off-road, over rough terrain,
e n a bling the U .S. Army to move its Abrams ta nk to the
battle field quicker, more reliably, a nd at lower cost. Now, the
MIOOO's steerable-axle technology, coupled with high-reach
hydraulic engineering, allows the U.s. Air Force's new
TUNNER loader to quickly and sa£ely'lift 60,000 pounds to the
upper deck of a 747 ca rgo aircraft. Technology like this is
developed every day a t Systems & Electronics Inc.

---.

Systems & Electronics Inc.
/?

ENGINEERING A NEW WORLD OF OPPORTUNtTY ™
For e mployme nt opportunities, visit ou r web site at http ://www.seistl.com
Send resumes to: 201 Evans Lane 0 51. Louis, MO 63 121-1 126 0 Att~ : Employment
Fax 314-553-42>5 0 Email: dbrueck@seistl.com
A subsidiary of ESCO Electronics Corporation
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